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AI Technology to Implement Secure End-To-End Elections 

Many politicians have commented on the inadequacy of the elections systems as 

currently implemented. What is required is an election system that enables more eligible 

voters to vote while maintaining the integrity of the system. People have to trust the 

outcomes.  The way to strengthen democracy is with AI and better end-to-end election 

systems that do not leave any doubt as to who are the rightfully elected candidates.   

AI provides the technology to implement secure end-to-end elections. Modern 

secure systems depend on new technology, new ways of conducting elections, new 

approaches to getting voters registered, new ways of casting votes, and new ways of 

getting votes counted.  AI has the ability to implement secure systems that go end-to-

end to protect the will of the voters and mitigate fraud by making it detectable.    

AI can be used inside voter registration systems to help clean the voter rolls of 

dead people, the automation of notifications can be done across state lines to be sure 

people are not registered twice, and that when someone dies, they get wiped off the 

voter rolls.  Ai can be used during elections to be sure people do not vote twice and to 

be sure that people who come to vote are allowed to vote once and only once. 

Ai can be used to implement exception management so that homeless people or 

handicapped people or others with no picture ID can be managed easily as exceptions, 

eliminating the possibility of fraud while still managing the election easily with the vast 

majority of people who do have picture ID and who can be verified quickly. 

AI can be used to support running an election accurately.  Coordinating 

preparation of the ballot, validating voters, collecting marked ballot is a job that can be 

done with AI.  The voting day systems can be changed and modernized by leveraging 

AI.   
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Now the election day procedures in many jurisdictions are haphazard in some 

respects.  Voters are knocked off the voting rolls, typically if they do not come in to vote 

regularly, and when they show up to vote, they are not on the registration list and need 

to be reenrolled on election day.  When this happens to a lot of people it is disruptive on 

election day.  AI could be used to make the voter rolls more accurate, to preserve more 

orderly management of the registration lists and of the polling. People have the same 

name, people have more than one name, particularly women whose names change, 

sometimes a lot.   

AI can be used in the tallying process and in recounts.  AI can be used to create 

an audit process for voting.  End-to-end processes depend on election officials creating 

documentation at every step of the process and having election workers that are 

representatives of different parties sign all the documentation.  Proof that the signers 

were really from opposite parties and not corrupt needs to be gathered, AI can help with 

that.  If there is malfeasance, the records need to be robust enough that people can be 

held accountable for fraud. Fraud needs to be detectable.  AI can help with that. 

AI can enhance the security implemented in a smartphone system.  Smartphone 

voting has not been considered viable by elected clerks, the general population, nor by 

election administrators. However, rare is the election district that has tried smartphone 

voting in a general election.  Issues posed by smartphone voting include those raised by 

the perception that smartphone voting systems are easily hackable.  People are 

generally vulnerable to security intrusions; hacking is a fact of life   Paper ballots have 

gained popularity in the media and among voters.  AI provides the solutions here to 

creating a secure smartphone voting system. 

There is a range of differenet types of voting equipment as follows.  Each type 

could be improved by implementing AI. 
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Secure Storage Voting Equipment 

Figure 1. Basic Types of Voting Equipment. 

o Optical Scan Paper Ballot Systems 

 Mark sense  

 Digital image 

o Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) Systems 

 Pushbutton 

 Touchscreen  

 Dial 

o Smartphone Voting 

 Screen display of ballot 

 Secure ID 

 Secure ballot transmission 

 Secure ballot storage 

 Secure vote tabulation 

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc. 
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Figure 2. Voting Machine and Vote Counting Security Aspects: 

• Identification of hackers 

• Hackers target voting-machine vendors 

• Hackers use trusted channel to distribute their code 

• Unsecured ES&S server that left passwords exposed for its employee 

accounts 

• Ballot-definition files 

• How machines can misinterpret a vote for Donald Trump, or for his 

opponent, 

• Foreign Hackers / Domestic Hackers 

• The myth of the hacker-proof voting machine 

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc. 

 

Securing democracy can be implemented using AI.  In the era of COVID-19, 

voting remotely has become an issue.  Vote by mail has had severe problems.  Paper 

ballots have had severe problems.  The time has come to take a serious look at voting 

by smartphone to complement other ways of voting remotely.   

Military voters and disabled voter have always had to vote remotely with the 

option to vote by mail.  The vote by mail has not always worked well.  One county in 

Utah has had success with voting remotely by smartphone.   

 

 

 Need for Secure Vote Smart Phone Remote Voting System 
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Election’s systems administrators are faced with rapidly deploying new virtual 

workflows due to circumstances resulting from COVID-19 to reduce the risk of 

transmission to healthy poll workers and voters.  By September and into November, the 

second and third wave of the coronavirus infection threatens to overwhelm major parts 

of the US; just in time for the election. 

A resurgence of COVID-19 next winter could hit the United States healthcare 

system even harder than the original outbreak has, the director of the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has warned. 

If the virus has a second and third wave that coincides with the flu season, then 

the nation's election officials will have a problem running the election unless planning is 

put in place now.  Election officials need a secure and easy to use system that permits 

voters to vote remotely.  The virtual healthcare system implemented by Epic, Zoom, 

Cisco WebEX, and Apple provide a model for remote voting. 

Use Secure Banking System as a Model 

The banking system that lets people do remote banking likewise provides a 

secure model for remote voting.  Secure voting by smartphone is set to leverage IT that 

is currently used to scan checks and deposit them remotely, to set up bank accounts 

online, and to use three factor authentications. 

Voting machine systems need to generate a signed data key.  Unauthorized 

access of a unit needs to be detectable.  Data transfer needs to be secure. 
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Figure 3. Voting Machine Market Driving Forces 

• Need for accurate vote count 

• Need for system security 

• Need for system that makes fraud detectable 

• Need for simple selection mechanism 

• Need for good ballot presentation 

• Need for good voter registration systems 

• Need to meet accessibility requirements 

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc.   

 

The link between the ballot position and the vote candidate counter is controlled 

by the BIOS and if the BIOS is interrupted, if the BIOS is replaced surreptitiously in the 

night in a dark warehouse, the connection between the counter and the ballot position 

can be interrupted and this is not detected by pre-election testing the morning of the 

election or after the election either.   
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US and Worldwide Voting Machine Market Shares 

Figure 4. Voting Machines Dollars, US, Market Shares, 2019 
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Figure 5. Voting Machine Market Shares, Dollars, US, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voting Machines Market Shares, 

Dollars, US, 2019

In Millions of Dollars

MM$ %

2019 2019

ES&S 137.0 46.5

Hart InterCivic 45.7 15.5

LA County 35.0 11.9

Dominion 11.9 4.0

Other 65.0 22.1

Total 294.6 100.0

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc.
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Figure 6. Voting Machine Market Participants, Dollars, US, 2019 

 

 

  

Voting Machine Market Participants, 

Dollars, Worldwide, 2019

In Millions of Dollars

MM$

2019

ES&S 137.0 By mid 2020, ES&S has installed 295,000 voting systems, 19,000 electronic poll books.  It has 

provided services for 85,000 elections.  
Hart InterCivic 45.7 Paper ballot solutions encompass ballot preparation and printing, precinct scanning, ballot 

marking devices, central scanning, ballot printing on-demand, and integration services
LA County 35.0 Los Angeles County officials spent more than $300 million to upgrade voting machines, but not 

everyone is pleased with the results
Dominoin 11.9 Dominion provides integrated accessible voting - everyone uses the same ballot on the same 

machine.  Units are designed for simple, hassle-free election preparation - 19” touchscreen 

display for an intuitive user experience
Other 65.0 Voting machiens represent a range of electronic devices and electronic scanner counting 

devices,

Total 294.6

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc.
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 International Voting Machine Companies 

Top competitors in voting machines include Smartmatic, ES&S, Hart InterCivic, 

Intelivote Systems, Everyone Counts, Casaleggio Association, Scytl, Dominion Voting 

Systems, Indra, Halarose, Clear Ballot, and ERS.  The worldwide market for voting 

machines is $1,026.7 million.   

 

Figure 7. Voting Machines Market Shares, Dollars, Worldwide, 2019 

 

 

Voting Machines Market Shares, 

Dollars, Worldwide, 2019

In Millions of Dollars

MM$ %

2019 2019

Smartmatic International 345.0 33.6

Indra Sistemas 332.0 32.3

ES&S 137.0 13.3

Hart InterCivic 45.7 4.5

LA County 35.0 3.4

Dominoin 11.9 1.2

Idox / Halarose Holdings 7.9 0.8
Intelivote Systems 5.0 0.5

Votem 4.4 0.4

Other 103.0 10.0

Total 1,026.9 100.0

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc.
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App Based Voting and Electronic Voting 
Machine Market Forecasts, Worldwide 

Figure 8. App-Based Voting and Electronic Voting Machine Market Forecasts, 

Governmental Elections, Dollars, Worldwide, 2019-2026 
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Source: WinterGreen Research, Inc.
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Non-Governmental Elections Including Union Elections 

 

Figure 9. Smart Phone Voting Software Subscriptions for Union Elections, 

Worldwide, Dollars, Forecasts, 2020-2028 

 

 

  

App Based Cell Phone and Tablet Voting, Non Governmental Election Market Forecast, Worldwide,

Corporate, Legislative, Judgeship,  Union, Community Development, Co-Op Elections,  per Election Segment, 2020-2028

In Millions of Dollars

MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$ MM$

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Worldwide

Unions 0.0 57.5 134.0 230.0 345.8 481.9 638.6 816.4 1,015.7

Corporations 0.1 0.9 2.0 4.4 10.0 22.4 50.5 113.5 255.4

Community Development Agencies 0.1 1.2 5.9 18.1 34.4 59.8 75.3 95.5 121.6

Courts 0.2 0.4 1.3 4.9 18.5 32.3 37.1 42.7 49.1

Legislatures 0.1 4.2 8.4 16.8 33.6 67.2 90.0 120.7 161.7

Non-political Government Entities 0.1 0.1 10.2 12.7 15.9 19.8 24.8 31.0 38.7

Other 0.1 0.6 7.0 8.8 11.0 13.7 17.2 21.5 26.8

Total MM$ 0.7 64.9 168.8 295.7 469.2 697.1 933.5 1,241.3 1,669.0

% Growth MM$ n.a. 8,578.0 160.1 75.1 58.7 48.6 33.9 33.0 34.5

Note:  As the world moves more toward leveraging remote activities, using Zoom meetings regularly, app-based voting becomes more prevalent.

Source:  WinterGreen Research, Inc.
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SUMMARY  

All voting systems need to make fraud detectable.  James Michael Curley 

political machines in Boston existed because he encouraged his followers to “vote early 

and often”.  Voting protections depend on making fraud detectable and on having 

observers from opposing parties.  Political observers are educated to audit all 

procedures with step-by-step procedure manuals.  The observation of every aspect of 

the process needs to be conducted by members of the opposing parties if fraud is to be 

detected and managed appropriately.   

After the voting tabulators are set up and programmed for the election, they must 

be tested thoroughly to be sure that they are counting correctly in the preparation 

process, during the election process, and after the election.  

The use of AI along with better quality voter data can make it easier for eligible 

voters to cast their votes from any place and produce trusted results. These systems 

can be in place before the 2024 elections – and even the 2022 ones – if governments 

and election officials choose to do so.   
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